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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

BETWEEN

SANSTHAMATA SUSHILADEVI SATUNKHE MAHILA SHIKSHANSHASTRA

MAHAVIDYALAY,TASGAON

AND

SHIRMANT VINAYAKRAO URF BABASAHEB PATWARDHAN KANYA PRASHATA

TASGAON

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is made between:

Sansthamata Sushiladevi Salunkhe Mahila Shikshanshastra Mahavidyatay,TasgaonDist-Sangli,

Maharashtra

AND

Shrimantvinayakraourf Babasaheb Patwardhan kanya PrashalaTasgaon, Sangli, Dist-Sangli,

Maharashtra

The purpose of this MOU is to promote academic and educational cooperation, and based upon

the principle or respect for each other's independence and mutual benefits, the two institutions

will carry out the following activities:

L. Joint competitions, campaigning activities

2. Exchange of faculties, student teachers

3. Practice lessons and internship programme

4. Exchange of scientific materials, publications, and information

5.Exchange of library facilities

Both institutions agree that this Memorandum of Understanding is incorporated into, and will
provide the foundation and framework for projects developed by academic and administrative

units from the two institutions and documented in other subsequent Agreements.

Both the parties agree to carry out the above mentioned activities in accordance with laws and

regulations of the respective institutions with prior consultation and approvals.



Both parties shall disseminate information on each other's programs and activities and shall do

their utmost to ensure the smooth and efficient implementation of the program. Both the

parties shall undertake to observe the secrecy of confidential information received from or

supplied to each other within the period of implementation of this Memorandum of

Understanding.

The parties also acknowledge that this Memorandum of Understanding does not in any way

give rise to any right or permission to use or to be associated with each other party's

intellectua I property.

This Memorandum of Understanding is effective from the date when representatives of the

two institutions affix their signatures, and is valid for five (5) years. This Memorandum of

Understanding, with the written consent of both institutions, ffi?Y be extended or terminated,

with a six (6) months' period of notice, by either institution. ln case of termination, the

commitmen6 made to staff or students already participating in the programs must not be

affected.

SansthamataSushiladevisalunkheMahilaShikshanshastraMahavidyalayTasgaon and

Shrimantvinayakraourf Babasaheb Patwardhan kanya PrashalaTasgaon, Sangli, Dist-Sangli,

Maharashtra

shall be responsible for any administrative expenses respectively.

ln the event of any dispute arising out of or in connection with this memorandum, both

institutions agree to resolve the matter in good faith and if necessary in litigation.

This Memorandum of Understanding is executed in a set of two copies, and either institution

retains one copy.

For and behalf of

SansthamataSushiladevisalunkheMahilaShikshanshastra Shrimant vinayakrao urf

Mahavidyalay Babasaheb Patwardhan kanya

PrashalaTasgaon, Dist-Sa ngli,

Maharashtra
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